Learning and knowledge development facility:
A Sida-UNIDO industrial skills development resource

Meeting Minutes:

Learning Exchange Meeting for PPDP Project Staff

11th December 2016
9am-6pm

Hotel Kenzi Tower, Casablanca, Morocco

Overview
Participants
The meeting was attended by VTC managers, CTAs and UNIDO field staff from 6 LKDF PPDPs: AGEVEC
(Morocco), HDECoVA (Ethiopia), SAT (Iraq), ZAMITA (Zambia), JHEOS (Liberia), and SADC Forest (South
Africa). In addition, we welcomed participants from the Senegalese Ministry of Vocational Training,
Learning and Crafts and UNIDO Senegal. For the detailed list of participants, please refer to Annex 1.

Schedule of the Meeting

Sunday, 11th December
V enue: Hotel Kenzi Tower, Casablanca, Room SABRATA

09:00 – 09:30

Session #1: Welcome and Introductions
• Welcome and introduction
• Agenda and methodology for the day
• Participant Introductions

Virpi Stucki
Gillian Martin Mehers

09:30 – 11:00

Session #2: Best Practices from ongoing LKDF PPDPs
• Exchange on the best/good practices from current
PPDPs

Gillian Martin Mehers

11:00 – 11:15

Coffee Break

11:15 – 13:00

Session #3: Challenges for ongoing LKDF PPDPs
• Exchange on challenges for current PPDPs

13:00 – 14:30

Lunch

14:30 – 16:30

Session #4: How to Use GoProve to Measure Success
• Workshop on background, usage, and best practices of
student database management via GoProve

16:30 – 16:45

Coffee Break

16:45 – 17:45

Session #5: How to - UNIDO / UN Procurement
• Session on UNIDO / UN Procurement

John Mani

17:45 – 18:00

Session #6: Conclusions and Next Steps
• Closing notes and review of the day
• Reflections on learning from the participants

Virpi Stucki
Gillian Martin Mehers

18:00 – 19:00

Individual Meeting Time
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Gillian Martin Mehers

Stefan Windberger

Resulting Action Items
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Action
Share Wondershare Filmora software with
other PPDPs
Help other PPDPs with usage of Festo’s elearning
Share template of in-kind contributions
Explore potential on LKDF training for Social
Media or webinar
LKDF to share sample communications
strategy
Share information about IOSH and LANTRA
Share details about VR chainsaw training
and tablet-based game

Responsible
Jason Hiscocks

Timeline
January 2017

RV Padmanabhan

January 2017

Volvo/Virpi Stucki
Stefan Windberger/Felix
Duterte
Elena Cooke/Felix
Duterte
Jason Hiscocks
Sean Paterson

January 2017
January 2017
February 2017
January 2017
January 2017

Summary of Discussion on Best Practices and Challenges
Topic Clusters and PPDP examples (presented by Virpi):
•
•
•
•
•

Gender
Facebook and Social Media
Advertising and Promotion videos
E-learning and 3D learning aids
Tracking of in-kind contributions

AGEVEC (Morocco)
•
•
•

Time-lapse video was very successful: 2 minutes, available on the LKDF website
Use of Facebook: use pictures of students for posts that then get shared by the students;
branding; social media as a platform for student-oriented services
Gender study, will be presented by Max Pierotti during 2nd day of APLW

HDECoVA (Ethiopia)
•
•

Gender study together with World Bank Africa Gender Innovation Lab (GIL), will be
presented by Niklas Buehren during 2nd day of APLW
Short-term courses have been useful

JHEOS (Liberia)
•

Student feedback forms used as a management tool, Virpi used to get monthly updates on
students’ feedback per course
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SAT (Iraq)
•
•
•

LKDF shared Wondershare Filmora software, Jason used it to promote the forklift training
course -> everybody wanted to be in the video and take the course
SAT Final Report
Most successful way of advertising: radio advert, but now Facebook is gaining more
momentum

SADC (South Africa)
•
•

Use of social media: Sean is using twitter already for a longer period of time, also used to
promote project
Use of 3D Learning Aids

ZAMITA (Zambia)
•
•

LKDF digital production centre: pioneered b RV, it gives access to all teachers to a variety of
computer equipment to produce and print a variety of resources
Use of e-learning: Out of all PPDPs, Festo’s e-learning offers (e.g. on hydraulics) are used
the most in Zambia, students who excel have been rewarded (e.g. sponsored participation in
EuroSkills)

Volvo
•

Tracking of in-kind contributions, the template can be shared

Learning Categories (provided by Gillian), participants chose one topic and
one example and presented:
Health/safety/first aid/security
• Sean Paterson/SADC: Safety issues, people were wearing sunglasses, first 2 days of training are
now devoted to safety (use of graphic material), participants get safety packages (with gloves,
helmet etc.), which also reflects positively on UNIDO
• Shewangezaw Lulie/HDECoVA: Example of Kaizen, make sure that all trainees are insured,
reinforcing routine
• Jason Hiscocks/SAT: Aim to achieve LANTRA (UK accredidation body) accreditation for forklift
training, which is already recognized by int’l companies working in Iraq – 30 page manual has
been written, student learning agreement will be used, IOSH (Institute for Safety and Handling),
first aid course was one week of training, roleplay is very important in this regard (fake
“surprise” accidents staged on a regular basis)
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Diversity
• Shewangezaw Lulie/HDECoVA: strong focus on women, currently working with the WB on a
study to find out how to attract more girls in traditionally male-dominated fields
• Jason Hiscocks/SAT mentioned that female students are targeted, self-imposed target to have
women in men-dominated fields, but very difficult to change local perception of what women
should be doing (e.g. not drive cabs, or work in heavy equipment), and construction companies
are looking for female employees for office work – English classes at SAT have to continue.
English classes are used as a “bait” to attract young women into heavy machinery programs
• Djibril Bousso/Senegal: Does anyone have experience working with handicapped people?
o Shewangezaw Lulie/HDECovA: “Yes, we had students with difficulty in hearing – these
students produce more, while others are engaged in talking”
o Jason Hiscocks/SAT: Yes, some people with walking difficulties are part of the SAT
E-learning
• Virpi Stucki/LKDF mentioned AR/QR cards that are used across the PPDPs, students like them a
lot and studies show that students learn faster using them, development cost is $5,000-$10,000
per course
• Sean Paterson/SADC mentioned Cutmaster as a tool that has been successfully used
• JHEOS/ZAMITA: Management buy-in is very important, establishing deadlines on course
completion has been crucial too, and a help desk in case of challenges to proceed to the next
level, IT administrator gave feedback who did not log in (if people didn’t log in, a “coaching
action plan” has been used that was signed by the student and Mr. Banda)
• Harris Tarnue/BWI pointed out importance of constant monitoring and that deadlines are met,
equally management role to supervise and support, and finally that the IT is in place so that the
staff has access to the relevant resources
• Virpi Stucki/LKDF: Is internet connection an issue?
o Harris Tarnue/BWI: That’s why I mentioned IT infrastructure
o Alport Banda/ZAMITA: Internet is an issue, we spend around $5,000 per month – but
2,000 students get access on the school premises
Sustainability-operational (e.g. local ownership, short term courses, services, trainer
retention, financial planning)
• Ibrahima Ndiaye/Senegal: Taking into account job safety in vocational training is crucial, these
aspects are integrated in the curricula so that young people learn those, second is
complementarity between vocational training and the companies, which is not yet widespread.
Bringing together the trainings and experts is important in regards to bring in the private sector
into these trainings, the result is a professional integration into the job market and a high drop
in the number of workplace accidents
• Shewangezaw Lulie/HDECoVA: We are in our final year, hence sustainability is an important
issue for us – the Ethiopian gov’t has granted approval to HDECoVA but wants their help to scale
up and replicate the school elsewhere, but also convert the school to a polytechnic level to
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•
•

•

•

produce highly qualified teacher. Moreover, some minor maintenance is outsourced from Volvo
to HDECoVA, which generates revenue for the VTC
Max Pierotti/AGEVEC: First good practice is the idea of providing career services, given that
students come from Morocco, Senegal, and Ivory Coast, this makes it more complicated
Felix Duterte/AGEVEC: At least 3 posts per week on Facebook, there should be a body of
services on the website to engage students, 4,000 followers on Facebook
o RV Padmanabhan/ZAMITA asked for an LKDF training on social media
o Virpi/LKDF mentioned that this could be a training for 2017 APLW
o Sean Paterson/SADC: Visual branding is critical, that’s great to know. Second point is
that students need to be motivated to earn money, people need to learn how to make
revenue – we teach them to use assets in that way
Djibril Bousso/Senegal: We need to talk about sustainability for young entrepreneurs – how can
we help graduates start their own companies?
o Shewangezaw Lulie/HDECoVA: There is initial funding for graduates, through a
competition, now there is a second round – we connect the wines with Swiss
entrepreneurs and start-up funds
Jason Hiscocks/SAT mentioned ready-made curricula written for the ILO, available in several
languages on 3 topics (life skills, start your own business, know about business)

Soft skills (work readiness)
• Max Pierotti/AGEVEC: ToT on Soft Skills at AGEVEC, provided by the trainers themselves (hence
better suited to students, bigger sense of ownership among trainers)
• Visit to USAID’s Career Center on Thursday will be interesting in this regard
Other business/challenges
• Jason Hiscocks/SAT asked about sustainability after handover/attracting private sector
companies
o RV/ZAMITA: Trying to bring in small private sector companies after handover, there is
also a related clause in the ZAMITA agreement
o Alport Banda/ZAMITA: Phased approach, proposal is to come up with a 3 weeks learning
for the students and the companies, companies are brought in at an early stage
• Felix Duterte/AGEVEC: How do other PPDPs identify the extra-curricular courses and services
that will attract local companies?
o Shewangezaw Lulie/HDECoVA: We bring in companies to attend the classes, then they
give feedback – there should be a person assigned to business development and
building partnerships. Facilitation should be with respect for the companies and
appreciating their rich experience and skills to develop new curricula
o Alport Banda/ZAMITA: I was in a mining program at a mining company for 6 weeks to
see how it is implemented there, to feed back into our program design. Also, graduates
were often my students, they often come back to me and tell me about their challenges
at their companies
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Harris Tarnue/BWI: We have a small consultancy unit to reach out to specific target
groups. We have ppl with significant experience but no formal experience, how can we
go about this? We started a program, well received, now spreading in the UN circles in
Liberia, it’s a new marketing tool for us
Djibril Bousso/Senegal: We have a problem in Senegal to introduce mechatronics for electronics
– finding partners
o RV/ZAMITA: We have some courses for this
o

•

Summary of Presentation on goProve
Value of goProve
1. Basics of M&E
2. Easy data entry
3. KPIs of LKDF
4. Early results
goProve usage (practical exercise)
Best practices
• ZAMITA/JHEOS and early onboarding
• Mr R.V. Padmanabhan underlined the usefulness of having had his local team attend a training
on M&E and goProve and how it increased ownership of the system
Challenges
• Example from AGEVEC provided by Felix Duterte: language barriers, survey has been translated
into Arabic
Moving forward
• goProve champions – one dedicated person per PPDP
Further details to be found in PowerPoint presentation by Stefan Windberger
Discussion
• The Senegalese delegation inquired about whether goProve could be adapted to other projects,
outside of the LKDF
• Michel Faye raised concerns about data protection on goProve servers. Stefan Windberger took
this opportunity to note that confidentiality was part of the agreement passed between UNIDO
and the software company
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Summary of Presentation on Procurement
Introduction
• Max Pierotti/AGEVEC: Equipment could be procured locally, but we end up buying it elsewhere
• Shewangezaw Lulie/HDECoVA: Lead time is a major challenge
• RV Padmanabhnan/ZAMITA: Real hardship we are facing is UNDP, UNIDO ASRs are very fast, but
UNDP process is particularly slow
• Djibril Bousso/Senegal: Not involved in procurement
• Sean Paterson/SADC: I do the most procurement on equipment and construction materials.
Prices are vastly inflated compared to real prices, e.g. when the UN pays vs. when quotations
are requested without mentioning the “UN” name. Supplier often supplies what he wants to,
not what he should. Quality is often poor.
• Saku Dukuly/Liberia: TVET institutions are not autonomous; they have to come to the ministry
with their requests. The problem is with the specifications that are provided. The process is so
bureaucratic and the vendor has to pre-finance. There are so many things that are needed and
the quality is often poor.
• Jason Hiscocks/SAT: Paper and stationery is often required. We are constantly running out of
materials, and it is exacerbated with the ASR – even if you chase people in Jordan, even for small
values it doesn’t work. On the UNIDO side, we have to buy equipment for small enterprises (low
value purchase), but we have to visit suppliers and look at the material – at the field level, to do
a very simple procurement, we have to do a lot of footwork
• Ibrahima Ndiaye/Senegal: The difficulties that we have is the national regulations and the
products that we buy, they go through HQ and they need several pro forma invoices and we
don’t know the regulations that exist at the UNIDO HQ in Vienna
• Michel Faye/Senegal: UNIDO is our partner and it’s very interesting for me to know how their
procurement works, but I don’t know the details yet
• Kerstine Kageni/JHEOS: We have an issue that banks in Liberia charge 1.35% on every
transaction
Principles of Procurement
1. Best Value for Money
2. Fairness
a. Example of an advertised request for 1 piece of 90 GB HD, three offers with 90, 95, and
1000 TB
3. Integrity
4. Accountability
5. Transparency
6. Effective Competition
a. Local
b. National
c. Open
7. The interest of the organization
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Procurement Planning
Procurement Plan should include:
•
•
•
•
•

Who?
When?
How?
What?
Where?

Further details to be found in PowerPoint presentation by John Mani

Conclusion: What is interesting?
•
•
•
•
•

Health and Safety
Procurement
goProve
Facebook Marketing
E-learning
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Annex 1: List of Participants
First name

Last name

Organisation

1

Mr. Alport

BANDA

NORTEC (Zambia)

2

Mr. Djibril

BOUSSO

Head of Integration Office of the Ministry of Vocational
Training Learning and Crafts (Senegal)

3

Mr. Saku

DUKULY

Ministry of Education (Liberia)

4

Mr. Felix

DUTERTE

AGEVEC (Morocco)

5

Mr. Michel

FAYE

Ministère de la Formation Professionnelle, de
l'Apprentissage et de l'Artisanat (Sénégal)

6

Mr. Jason

HISCOCKS

SAT (Iraq)

7

Ms. Kerstine

KAGENI

JHEOS (Liberia)

8

Mr. John

MANI

LKDF (Austria)

9

Ms. Gillian

MARTIN MEHERS

Atadore Sarl (Switzerland)

10

Mr. Ibrahima
Makalou

NDIAYE

UNIDO (Senegal)

11

Mr. R.V.

PADMANABHAN

ZAMITA (Zambia)

12

Mr. Sean

PATERSON

SADC Forest (South Africa)

13

Mr. Maximilien

PIEROTTI

AGEVEC (Morocco)

14

Ms. Virpi

STUCKI

LKDF (Austria)

15

Mr. Harris F.

TARNUE

Booker Washington Institute (Liberia)

16

Mr. Stefan

WINDBERGER

LKDF (Austria)

17

Mr. Shewangezaw
Lulie

WORKINEH

Selam Children Village (Ethiopia)
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